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Introduction
he king solomon oracle deck contains 36
cards, which explore the significant situations
and profound questions we deal with throughout
our lives. When used for readings, these cards
will bestow powerful insight into current situations and future outlooks.
The profound wisdom of King Solomon is
legendary around the world. The magical signet
ring he received from heaven inspired the seals
that have become powerful symbols in Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam, and are widely used in
charms and talismans. Solomon’s Seals possess
different energy frequencies, and represent various situations and personal characteristics. These
oracle cards are endowed with powerful energies
and naturally augment the reader’s intuition.
There are several types of symbols appearing
on each card. One is a Solomon Seal that looks
like a stamp. The seals used on these cards are
older version of the seals, which contain angel
names. Some cards carry a Goatic symbol, which
originated as pagan symbols, each representing
specific energetic traits. Their purpose is to transfer information from the subconscious to the conscious mind through symbolization.
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The other symbols are frameless text written in
ancient script. Portions of these scripts incorporate
the “72 names of God”—the kabbalistic names,
which represent unique strengths. They are written here, not in Hebrew letters, but in angel writing.
The seals and texts are placed differently on each
card, according to the layout of the artwork.
The meaning of each card is presented with
original artwork that contains mystical symbols
and hidden messages. The metaphysical images
help you in connecting spiritually to the matter
of your inquiry and give you a more profound
understanding of the answers that you receive.
The cards can help you analyze situations, find
methods to solve problems, and make informed
choices about the future.
The King Solomon Oracle Cards were created
as a personal deck for your daily use. You don’t
need to be an expert card reader to use them.
Morning readings will prepare you for the day
ahead, especially before important events. With
minimal practice you will even be able to perform readings for other people. At the end of this
booklet you will find several spreads, which can
be used in accordance with the different issues
you are looking to clarify.
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The Four Amulet Cards
addition to the 36 King Solomon O
 racle
I nCards,
at the top of the deck you will find

four special cards of extraordinary value. (These
amulet cards are not part of the 36-card deck
and are not intended to be used in the readings
you conduct.) These are your own personal,
sacred amulets that you may keep at home or
carry with you wherever you go. These charms
were written in Angel’s Writing and ancient
Goatic symbols by the kabbalist Itzhak Mizrahi.
They will influence every aspect of your life
with their blessings as long as they are in your
possession. The effects of the amulet cards can
usually be felt after about 21 days. After 40 days,
their sacred power can be sensed quite noticeably. In order to dedicate the amulet to yourself,
you should write your name and your mother’s
name on the back of the card, in the designated
space. For example: “Moses son of Sarah.” It is
recommended to keep one or two of these cards
with you at all times.
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meanings of the amulet cards:
Card I—Livelihood: The bearer of this amulet
will be blessed with abundant income, increased
wealth, and good fortune in everything they do.
Card II—Relationships: The bearer of this amulet will find a romantic relationship that is most
fitting to them or improve upon their existing
relationship.
Card III—Health: The bearer of this amulet will
improve his/her health and be protected from
injury and illness.
Card IV—Security and Protection: The bearer
of this amulet will be sheltered and protected
from the evil eye and negative energies. Their
path will be safe and all their actions successful.
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Working with the
King Solomon Oracle Cards
it comfortably and concentrate on your

S breathing. With each deep breath envision

yourself inhaling light and positive energy. As
you exhale, release all negative energy from
within. After 10 breaths, you should feel calm
and focused, and ready to read the cards. Hold
the King Solomon deck in your hands and feel
the powerful energy that radiates from the cards.
Connect with them and put your faith into the
answers you will receive.
Shuffle the cards, allowing some to become
inverted. (Some card images will be upside down.)
Focus on your question, spread the cards out
on the table, and draw the number of cards
necessary for the reading you have chosen. You
will find three different recommended card
spreads at the end of this booklet. It is important to focus on a single question when drawing
each card. When reading for someone else, the
querent should be instructed to state his/her
question out loud. Remember: an unclear question will result in an unclear answer.
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for each card, meanings are given for
three different areas:
% The situation
% The person you are inquiring about
% Advice on the action to take.
Each area of meaning has a number of possible
interpretations, which are presented on the following pages, separated by slashes. One or more
of these meanings will be the appropriate answer
to your question. Your logic and intuition will
guide you in the interpretation of the answers
you receive. Most of the cards have an additional meaning when they are inverted.
important note: when not to read
the cards:
When drawing a single card, you may sometimes receive an answer that seems unclear or
irrelevant. If this is the case, stop the reading—
the event you are anticipating, or the day ahead
is unpredictable. Accept and embrace whatever
comes your way.
If you are performing a more complex reading that requires more than one card and you
don’t receive an answer that addresses your
question, or if you are unable to find a clear and
logical connection between the question and the
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cards that were drawn, it is likely a sign that
you are not meant to receive a clear answer to
your question at this time. Please discontinue
the reading and wait for a later opportunity or
change in your life in order to ask the cards
again. It is not recommended to repeat the
same question until at least one week later. You
should not ask the cards questions that have to
do with death.
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CARD INTERPRETATIONS
CARD #1
Relationships~Love~Emotions
A flow of giving and receiving between partners / mutual compromise / shared agreement /
support and encouragement.
situation: The start of a new relationship / a
bond of love and intimacy / a realization about
a familiar person who may be interested in a
relationship with you.
person: Someone you were kind to in the past
is interested in repaying you / a person you trust
and who knows more about you than anyone
else / the person you love and are interested in /
married couples who work together.
advice: Follow your heart. Consult someone
close to you and follow their good advice.
inverted: This card does not have a different
meaning when inverted.
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CARD #2
Livelihood~Work~Career
Money~Accumulation of Wealth
situation: Earning money through work /
making a good living / a successful and lucrative
career / money made through business deals.
person: A wealthy person / a career man or
woman who makes a decent living / someone
charismatic who knows how to make money /
someone to learn from—but also to be wary of
because of a tendency to step on others.
advice: Hard work and investing in career
should be your top priority / investment of time
and effort will bring you financial success.
inverted: A financial loss or income cut.
CARD #3
Matters of Health or Illness
situation: Good health / recovery from an
illness / improved physical energy / optimism.
person: A healthy, vivacious person / a healer,
or practitioner of medicine / someone with the
ability to give.
12

advice: Take good care of your health; don’t
ignore any indications of a physical problem.
inverted: Developing an illness / avoiding
medical care / ignoring a medical problem / a
person who draws a lot of energy from their
surroundings / plans cancelled because of
health issues.
CARD #4
Enemies~Betrayal~Treachery~Conspiracy
situation: Someone may be acting against you,
behind your back / someone is not being faithful to you / hostility / someone is trying to incite
you against someone else.
person: A despised enemy / opponent / a spy.
advice: Don’t trust the person you are asking
about / beware of enemies / check the area thoroughly, be suspicious / if you are asking about
unfaithfulness, make sure you have all the facts
before reaching a conclusion.
inverted: Hostile actions taken against you
cannot harm you / false suspicions about an
innocent person.
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CARD #5
Giving and Receiving
situation: A balance of give and take between
two people, without keeping score.
person: An honorable person who gives without expecting anything in return and receives
willingly from others.
advice: Accept others as they are / give as much
as you can / embrace the existing situation and
your success is guaranteed.
inverted: To each his own / focus on your own
issues / don’t give to others or receive from them /
don’t accept any commitments.

CARD #6
Happiness
situation: A happy life / actions or situations
that please you / happiness in your immediate
surroundings: your home, loved ones, or close
social environment.
person: Someone with positive energies and
goals / a happy person / a trusted individual.
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advice: Go for it / enjoy satisfaction and success / stay in your familiar environment.
inverted: Stop everything! You could end up
losing something important / suffering, s orrow.

CARD #7
Fertility~Children~Family
situation: A fruitful collaboration / pregnancy
or expansion of the family is likely / good family relations will bring c ontentment.
person: A family member / a family-oriented
person with a high capacity for kindness and
consideration.
advice: Do good deeds for your family and
children / give willingly to a family member.
inverted: Delays in bringing a new addition
to the family; you shouldn’t try to expand the
family right now / postponed wedding plans.
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CARD #8
Unity~Partnership
situation: Uniting for marriage / a new partnership: business or social / mutual interests
and activities / compatibility.
person: Someone who is well suited to you
from a business perspective / good work relations / suitable for marriage.
advice: Apply sincere communication / talk
things through / keep an open mind / lay all
your cards on the table / try to understand the
other person’s perspective / show empathy.
inverted: You need to break off an existing
partnership or romantic relationship without
hesitation / separation / divorce / a restricted
relationship / stop cooperating.

CARD #9
Learning~Studies~Lessons Learned
situation: Coming to conclusions as a result
of lessons learned / experiences that teach us
lessons / studies and accumulation of knowledge / broadening horizons.
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person: Listen closely to someone whose words
or actions enlighten you through advice or criticism / a teacher / educator.
advice: Explain yourself clearly to others,
convey your teachings in a manner that will
be properly understood / listen and learn your
lesson / come to conclusions based on experiences / sign up for school, or take a class to
broaden your horizons / implement what you
have learned thus far.
inverted: What you are studying right now
isn’t right for you and will not benefit you /
harmful information.

CARD #10
Growth~Development
Achievements~Discoveries
situation: This positive card indicates what a
lucky person you are / you will discover good
things about yourself and the people close to
you / events happening around you are instructive / wishes coming true / a new position
with the potential for advancement / financial
17

s uccess / a huge and fateful step forward in your
life / all of this—thanks to the goddess of luck.
person: Someone hiding behind the scenes
suddenly takes center stage / a person who manages to impress others with words or actions / a
person who is about to achieve great financial
success.
advice: Keep on the path you have chosen; it
will eventually bring you great success / during
your journey you will discover new things and
receive encouraging support.
inverted: New discoveries may cause you to
reconsider your chosen path and seek a new
direction / failure / getting stuck / lack of luck.

CARD #11
Flexibility~Leniency
Compromise~Tolerance~Forgiveness
situation: A naive approach / a lack of serious
consideration of the problems that face you /
tendency to relinquish what you deserve / a tendency to give up on yourself / a situation that
requires flexibility and compromise.
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person: Someone who gives up, compromises,
easily forgives, and tends to gratify those around
them.
advice: It’s best to yield or to compromise /
being flexible in the current situation will bring
favorable results / be tolerant and move on.
inverted: Don’t give up or compromise / don’t
forgive someone who is trying to compensate
for something / insist on your way.

CARD #12
Control~Authority~Leadership
situation: Assertiveness, authority, responsibility, proper management / willingness to deal
with the consequences / taking control of the
situation guarantees your success, even if others are trying to sabotage you / no outside help
is needed.
person: An authority figure / an assertive person / a good manager / a person in control / a
charismatic and capable leader.
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advice: Take matters into your own hands /
don’t wait for anyone / take charge, otherwise
there will be no progress / make a bold d
 ecision.
inverted: Keep a low profile and let someone
else take responsibility / someone controlling
and manipulative.

CARD #13
Power~Strength~Determination
situation: This card represents powers and
forces / enthusiasm and determination / the
ability to achieve goals with momentum and
spiritual focus / failure and delays will not deter
you / a power struggle / a forceful competition.
person: Powerful / uncompromising / a difficult and arrogant person.
advice: Invest a lot of energy and determination in what you are doing / go the whole nine
yards and don’t give up.
inverted: Apathy and disregard for things /
watching from the sidelines without getting
involved / lack of advice and assistance / your
20

power has been taken from you / being stuck /
a situation that brings failure or loss.

CARD #14
Initiative~Transformation
Revolution~A Change of Direction
situation: A change has to occur in the current situation, however it should be with outside
help / take what you have and construct something entirely new / get rid of things that are
not useful / the situation is complex and must
be changed even if it involves pain and loss.
person: Someone with initiative and resourcefulness who knows how to set things in motion /
one who helps others and supports them in their
most trying times / someone who doesn’t like
to be fixed in one place.
advice: Make a change; the current situation
necessitates it / consult someone trustworthy
and use their positive support to create a new
reality / transformation won’t be easy but it will
be for the best.
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inverted: Patience! Don’t act and don’t initiate change right now. Any modification of the
situation could be unfavorable.

CARD #15
Generosity~Giving
situation: Giving generously / generosity and
kindheartedness from unexpected sources /
inheritance / considerable monetary gain / a
pay raise / something generously given.
person: Generous and kindhearted / someone
who prefers to give secretively and anonymously
in order to preserve the honor of the recipient.
advice: Know how to embrace what is given
to you / be generous / be prepared to give more
than is required in order to solve a p
 roblem.
inverted: Selfishness and taking advantage
of others / a situation of energy extraction /
someone who doesn’t let anything out / lack of
giving is impeding progress / an unfavorable
situation / stinginess, tightfistedness.
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CARD #16
Material and Spiritual Abundance
situation: A positive card that indicates a great
capacity for giving, even with scarce resources /
positive influences / abundant faith / generosity /
donation, charity.
person: Someone who shares all they possess,
gives good advice, and provides material or
spiritual support when needed.
advice: Give others the tools they need for success. Aid your friends in a way that will enable
them to help themselves more effectively.
inverted: Lack of giving / lack of support /
lack of respect / a situation in which severity,
not encouragement, is required / shortage /
emotional deprivation.

CARD #17
A Sudden Change of Course
situation: A sudden change of direction won’t
be easy but will bring a favorable outcome /
outside influences that you can’t control / things
are not up to you, everything is in God’s hands /
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hope for the best / a situation that is unsafe or
unsure / mood swings.
person: An unstable and capricious person /
someone you can’t fully trust / a person who is
likely to disappoint you.
advice: Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket / avoid unnecessary risks / the result is not
under your control.
inverted: A sudden and negative change of
direction / fear of destruction, the hands of fate,
higher powers and the forces of nature / dis
ruption of luck / an accident / it’s best to stay put
and not initiate change at this point in time.
CARD #18
Success~Satisfaction
situation: Progress / success / the correct
choices and actions / the right path / s atisfying
results from cooperation / mutual support /
taking on a suitable partner is a smart move /
fulfillment from your accomplishments.
person: Someone who knows how to get the best
out of everything they do / may be a h
 edonist,
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but is also capable of making do with little when
necessary / someone who knows how to fit in
and contribute.
advice: If you cooperate, your success and
satisfaction is assured / learn to enjoy what you
have already accomplished.
inverted: Bitter disappointment and failure /
making a bad decision / following poor advice /
lack of success / a downcast spiritual-emotional
state / don’t trust your intuition on this matter.
CARD #19
Sexuality~Romance
Seduction~Intense Involvement
situation: A romantic relationship / strong
mutual attraction / seduction / shared capabilities / mutual giving on physical levels / a deeply
intimate involvement with someone.
person: Someone who is sexually attractive
and capable of deep emotional involvement.
advice: Try to create an atmosphere of sexual
tension and seduction in order to attract what
you seek / go with your heart and your intuition and you will find the mate you desire.
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inverted: A negative situation / sexual rejection / personal or sexual problems with your
partner / lack of interest / spiritual or physical
disengagement from someone / false expectations in a relationship / sexual m
 anipulation.

CARD #20
Communication~Negotiation
situation: A free flow of information / compilation of information from existing data / giving
and receiving / reaching a compromise / aspiring
balance / communication, media, press, advertising / taking a clever and cautious a pproach.
person: A sharp person who knows how to
read people and situations / someone with a
healthy intuition / highly intelligent and sophisticated / someone who knows how to focus on
what is important.
advice: Important decisions should be made
solely through discussions / enter negotiations
with an open mind / try to understand the other
side / don’t reveal too much to your opponent.
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inverted: Lack of communication / backing
down too soon during negotiations / failure to
reach mutual decisions / detachment / being
stuck / disagreement / opposing interests.

CARD #21
Responsibility~Preparation
Calculated Risks
situation: A straightforward, unrestricted outlook in preparation for changes that will occur /
favorable occurrences and positive progress
can be expected after taking r esponsibility / be
ready to accept what’s coming to you, for better
or for worse.
person: A responsible person / someone who
is very calculating and realistic / does not take
unnecessary risks.
advice: Take responsibility for your own
success / examine all facets of the situation /
take a risk only after calculating every possible
outcome / behave responsibly and realistically.
inverted: Avoidance of responsibility / lack of
initiative / detachment from an issue or s ituation.
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CARD #22
Magical Influences~Spells~Evil Eye
situation: Outside influences that are not
under your control bring change / someone
using magical knowledge to influence a situation / casting a spell or directing the evil eye on
someone / obstructions and delays as a result
of black magic / lack of success / low energy /
sickness / damages inflicted by illogical sources /
positive developments come to a sudden halt for
no apparent reason / nothing goes right.
person: An adept at witchcraft or magic /
someone you must be careful around / a jealous person who casts the evil eye / someone
employed to achieve a certain purpose.
advice: Consult an expert on removal of the
evil eye or spells / be careful not to brag in public / create a defense for yourself.
inverted: The influence of a spell, magic, or the
evil eye has been removed; its effects are weakening / the gates to success are reopening / an
increased level of energy / you are entering a
period of success.
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CARD #23
Security~Protection / Caution
Danger~Warning
situation: Security and protection encircle
you / you can proceed safely towards the realization of your dreams / any path you choose
will lead to success thanks to the protection
you have.
person: Someone who is mentally preparing
for a situation that might develop / an alert and
cautious person / someone carefully planning
their steps in advance.
advice: Check each step before proceeding /
take the necessary precautions / involve qualified people in your decisions or actions / make
sure you have a full backup plan.
inverted: Imminent danger / a warning about
problems you might encounter / a threat / hindrances, dangers, and impediments could come
between you and your goals / fear of failure due
to dangerous forces.
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CARD #24
A Favorable Era~Positive Conditions
situation: The current period is favorable
for you / positive conditions for initiatives and
new endeavors / your keen intuition will lead
you safely to your goals / success comes easily /
expect good news and joyful events / positive
decisions / luck is on your side.
advice: Listen to your intuition; it is very accurate at this point in time / enter a raffle or buy a
lottery ticket / don’t be afraid to take risks; even
if you don’t succeed, nothing can harm you.
inverted: A negative period / luck is not on
your side / failure or loss / you shouldn’t initiate
any new moves / your judgment is not at its best.

CARD #25
Opening Doors
Breakthroughs~Opportunities
situation: Monetary success / a financial
breakthrough / new beginnings / opportunities with the potential to succeed / the gates are
opening before you / your path is assured, safe
and protected / positive change / new events
30

just around the corner / removal of all roadblocks and difficulties.
person: An advisor who promotes your highest good / a champion who opens doors for
you / the ultimate cheerleader.
advice: Complete unfinished tasks / don’t let a
situation stay on hold / pursue your plans / initiate change while the doors to success are open.
inverted: Positive developments will occur
only after you have put in a lot of energy and
effort / success in small portions.

CARD #26
Delusions~Fantasy
Realism~Sobering Up
situation: Being incapable of seeing your
situation and surroundings clearly / you aren’t
living in reality / someone could take advantage of you / you are being misled and deluded /
you are not able to tell the difference between
fantasy and reality / unrealistic hopes, hallucinations, or daydreams / creativity that necessitates
a superb imagination / drug use / a dream state.
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person: A dreamer / someone who flies too
high on the wings of imagination / someone
who lives in a distorted reality and doesn’t fit
into society’s norms / someone who could get
crushed as a result of false hopes that are much
too high / someone whose words should be
taken with a grain of salt.
advice: A creative solution is needed for the
problem confronting you / wait and let someone with clearer vision handle things for you
until your judgment improves.
inverted: Recognizing a delusion, waking from
a dream, returning to reality / a realistic point
of view / you will soon discover what is reality,
versus imagination / fear of a painful awakening.

CARD #27
Truth~Justice~Law
situation: Discovering the truth / justice prevails / reaching a positive compromise / victory
in court / the absolute truth.
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person: An honest person who pursues justice /
someone who won’t settle for anything less than
the whole truth / a lawyer or judge.
advice: Don’t settle—go after absolute justice,
you are on the right side / pursue justice by all
means necessary and you will prevail / fight to
bring the truth into the light / consult with an
expert who can help you with legal matters.
inverted: Lack of justice / deception / fraud /
exploitation / lies / legal defeat.

CARD #28
Delays~Obstructions~Blocks
situation: Setbacks in the realization of
things / blocked abilities / someone is holding
you back / you are unable to get ahead in any
field / everything is locked before you.
person: Someone who brings bad luck / a person who sucks energy from others / this person
undermines your progress / untrustworthy /
pulling strings behind your back.
advice: Your battle has already been lost / wait
for the situation to be rid of negative influences /
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don’t proceed until you can see the situation
clearly / seek outside help in order to be freed
from the problem.
inverted: Liberation from negative influences /
obstructions holding you back are about to disintegrate / the path is open for s uccess.

CARD #29
Travel~Voyages~Journeys~Relocation
situation: This card signifies a great deal of
movement / expect changes in work, business,
home, or relationships / traveling to far away
places / a job that requires a lot of travel.
person: A world traveler / a well-educated
person / someone constantly on the move who
experiences a great deal.
advice: Changing locations will bring favorable results / traveling will be a step towards
success / you should go on a trip to clear your
mind / seriously consider any opportunities that
might require a change of location.
inverted: Stay where you are / cancel travel
plans / a stationary situation—things are stuck.
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CARD #30
Devotion~Perseverance
Believing in Your Path~Sacrifice
situation: Giving from the heart / believing in
your path regardless of the difficulties / perseverance / loving devotion to a person or cause /
a situation that requires sacrifice and a good deal
of giving / a process that will continue over a
long period of time.
person: Someone devoted and capable of providing support in difficult situations / persistent,
goes all the way in order to get what they want /
willing to sacrifice a great deal in order to reach
their goals.
advice: Give it all you’ve got / make the extra
effort in order to reach your target / perseverance
backed by faith will bring favorable results.
inverted: An outcome that wasn’t worth the
investment / futile efforts / disappointment after
a big effort / stubbornness / you are giving up on
yourself too quickly.
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CARD #31
Change~Beginning~Ending
situation: A new beginning—a fresh start /
clearing away old influences and conditioning /
letting go of past situations and p
 atterns.
person: A decisive person who knows how to
cut things off and start anew / someone who is
able to rise above past events, change the order
of things, and press on with renewed energy.
advice: Conditions necessitate a change / instigate new initiatives / leave an existing situation
in order to enter a new one with a clear mind /
things can’t remain the way they are / gaze forward with hope.
inverted: The end of a current situation / completing your mission s uccessfully.

CARD #32
Timing~Taking Time
situation: There’s plenty of time, no need to
rush / taking a break / progress depends on
timing / time will work things out / things proceeding slowly / time is on your side.
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person: Someone who examines the situation thoroughly while taking all the time that
is needed.
advice: Proceed with patience / take the time
to think things through and get it right / pace
yourself.
inverted: Time is working against you / you
don’t have ample time / a rigorous schedule /
act quickly to avoid missing your goal.

CARD #33
Development~Enlightenment
Spiritual Growth
situation: Heightened awareness / enlightenment / highly developed intuition / development
of things in the spiritual realm / ability to gaze
into the future / an elevated level of energy /
mysticism / the occult.
person: A deeply spiritual person possessing
mystical abilities / a spiritual teacher / someone who strives to deepen his awareness.
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advice: Act according to your intuition and
gut feeling / focus on a spiritual outlook, inner
development, and seeing beyond materialism.
inverted: Being drawn to materialism and
moving away from spirituality / a situation that
requires a practical and grounded approach /
a substantial deterioration of energy.

CARD #34
Comprehension~Insight~Enlightenment
situation: A “light bulb moment” of realization / finding solutions to problems / a deep
understanding / clearing things up beyond all
doubt / reaching substantial insights / sudden
enlightenment / a conceptual discovery / an
unexpected message that arrives from outside.
person: A wise, sensitive, and levelheaded
person with a sharp intellect and rapid comprehension / a good advisor / someone who
understands the situation completely.
advice: The situation necessitates comprehension and insight / don’t act until you’ve
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seen the entire picture / open yourself up to
messages and hints from the outside.
inverted: Indifference, apathy, misunderstanding / lack of consideration / ignoring
circumstances / lack of attention / ignorance.

CARD #35
Courage~Bravery~Self-Confidence
situation: Taking a risk / overcoming fears / a
courageous feat / moving beyond caution to carry
out actions / assertiveness / self-confidence / a
brave deed or bold decision will bring s uccess.
person: A bold risk taker / someone unafraid
of confronting danger / a confident person
who isn’t afraid to try their luck / a tendency
for inflated self-confidence / cheeky.
advice: Now is the time to take risks / don’t
worry about the consequences / be audacious
and act with courage and confidence.
inverted: Cowardliness / skepticism /concern /
defeatism / fear of failure / low self-confidence.
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CARD #36
Support and Assistance~Friends
Divine Providence
situation: Unexpected help from an external
source / support from others / good advice /
positive reinforcement / material or spiritual
assistance from friends / community involvement / team work / divine providence / you’re
not alone—people around you provide support.
person: Someone who has difficulty dealing with stressful situations on their own and
needs outside help / a person with the capacity
to receive yet doesn’t hesitate to ask for help /
someone in need.
advice: You aren’t able to progress on your
own—turn to an outside source for help / asking
and praying / embrace the support that arrives.
inverted: Outside help is not to be expected /
don’t count on material or spiritual support / you
can’t trust others / friends may turn their back
on you / an unsupportive environment / necessity to deal with situations on your own.
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The Card Spreads
1—drawing a single card:
To get a quick and conclusive solution to a question, or to clear up a situation. Recommended
before making an important decision, prior to
an important event, or in the morning, in preparation for the day ahead.
Shuffle the cards as you focus on your question, mixing both the order and the orientation.
Spread them face down before you on the table.
Select one card and read the explanation.
2—the three-card spread:
To ask for advice on how to proceed (what
should I do, how should I act, etc.)
Shuffle the cards as you focus on your question, mixing both the order and the orientation.
Spread them face down before you on the table,
select three cards and place them in front of you
from right to left.
3

Final result:
the future

2

What to do:
suggestion
for action
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1

Source
of the
problem or
situation

3—the four-card spread:
To understand all facets of the situation and to
examine the future. Shuffle the cards, spread
them face down and select four cards. Lay them
out and read them right to left.
4

Final result:
the future

3

2

What to do:
suggestion
for action

Challenges
ahead of
you

1

Source
of the
problem or
situation

adding a card to clarify:
If, at a certain point during the reading, a card
appears that provides a vague or unclear answer,
focus on the question again and draw another
card from the shuffled deck. Place it over the
ambiguous card and use it to clarify the situation, advice, or result.
Additional
card for
clarification

Answer
received

BLESSINGS and GOOD LUCK!
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The Creators of the
King Solomon Oracle Cards

Mizrahi is a metaphysical expert
Itzhak
who is well known in Israel and abroad,
with 34 years of knowledge and experience in
the field of mysticism and Kabbalah. Born as
the fifth generation into a family rich in fate
advisors and karma healers, he is one of a handful of individuals endowed with the secret of
writing King Solomon’s Seals according to the
date of birth, the mother’s name and the time
of writing. Itzhak is a highly-demanded lecturer
in the fields of charms, amulets and talismans,
reincarnation, superstition and dream interpretation. He deals with channeling, past life
research, fate revealing, personal guidance and
the creation of personal charms and talismans.
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In addition, he manages the largest and most
comprehensive mysticism Website in Israel:
http://www.israghost.co.il.
His book, May We Be Spared of Troubles (2003)
shines a spotlight on King Solomon’s Seals and
brings their existence into the realm of common
knowledge.
Residing in Hod Hasharon, Israel, he is married and a father of three daughters.
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O

rna Ben-Shoshan, an artist originally
from Israel, introduces the viewer to magical and mysterious realms with her paintings.
The metaphysical and healing nature of her
creations draws the observer into an alternate reality that does not abide by the same
laws of nature as the world we are accustomed
to, and in which unanticipated and at times
humoristic events occur. As a self-taught artist, she has developed her own personal and
characteristic style over the years, designed to
convey universal messages while meticulously
ensuring aesthetics and clarity. The images are
“transmitted” to her consciousness through
channeling with alternate dimensions.
Orna commenced her artistic career in the
United States, where she resided for 15 years,
creating and showing her artwork in numerous
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exhibitions throughout the country. Today, she
lives in Israel and creates oil paintings, digital art, illustrations and graphic designs. Her
works are on display at galleries, museums and
festivals all over Israel, the U.S., and Europe.
Living in Ra’anana, Orna is married and a
mother of two.
orna’s website:
http://www.ben-shoshan.com
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For our complete line of tarot decks,
books, meditation cards, oracle sets,
and other inspirational products
please visit our Website:
www.usgamesinc.com

U.S. GAMES SYSTEMS, INC.
179 Ludlow Street
Stamford, CT 06902 USA
203-353-8400 • Order Desk 800-544-2637
FAX 203-353-8431

